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in the same may as, in previous papers, has been shown to be prob- 
able with regard to the Moon and the Earth. 

"The numerical data in Table II,, 7, exhibit so striking a differ- 
ence between the terrestrial system and those of the other planets, 
that, even apart from the considerations adduced in this and previou~ 
papers, we should have grounds for believing that the modes of 
evolution have-been considerably different."-G. H. D., Phil, Trans., 
Part ii, 1881. 

Some Ty~es  of P~ontirlences associated with Xun-spot.5. 
By 3lrs. 31. A. Evershed. (Plates I 3- r 6.) 

The discovery of radial motion in sun-spots, made at  thk  
Observatory, reveals the fact that in the penumbra of every &pat 
there are two opposite movements ; for at the level of the revera- 
ing layer the gases are invariably flowing outwards, away from the 
umbra, while at the higher levels of hydrogen and calcium they 
are flowing inwards. It seems possible that some light may ba 
thrown upon these remarkable movements by ijnvestigating still 
higher region, that of the prominences, where aoreovr . a v  
indraught or outflow .could be followed to a fai . :ater distance 
from the sgot centre, because the prominence$ ie above the 
facde which appear to mask the motion at it ~uter  liwits 
lower levels. 

Mr, Slocum has reeently published some photographs of a find 
prominence group * ih which he detected here and there a fro* 
towards the eentre of a large spot then on the limb. This, how. 
ever, hardly seems to prove that all the.great masses on either sid$ 
of the spot were pouring into it, as he suggests, especially as he alsa 
saw some "bright jets coming Ctirectly out of the spot." Thid 
promineuce group, mhich was Jso  photographed rtt Kodaikhal on 
the 8th, gth, and ~oiih of Oehober I g Ia, belongs la 8 aype which I, 
have been studying for some tirue,. The structure always does 
suggest movement,.usually of a violent kind, but when one tries 
to fwasnre any particdar stwm,er which looks as if it musf be 
rushing in or out, it is usnafly found that it cannot be identified 
mi% certainty on a later plate, or that i t  has remained stationary, 
Where evidence of moticn has been foun&. it i s  almost always 
outwards. The single instance, therefore, quoted by Nr. Slocunl 
is isertainly not enough to prove that sun-spots act aa cmtres of 
sttrrtction for prominences.' 

The type of prominence alluded to is distinguished by having 
a d e h i e  cmtre, often marked by an exceedingly brilliant poiat 
or short j ~ t  risins from the chromosphere; and born this cantre 
streaks and streamers diverge both north qnd south. Spectroscopic 



abkrvations ofcell indicate motion in the iine of sight alsq so thbi, 
we may conceive the disturbance as radiating in every direction. 
The streaks are generally beaded, or carry a bright bead at tlle 
extremity. Sometimes they are straight, but often they curve, 
and then many of them may frequently be seen lying nearly 
parallel and meeting in great banks or cloudy pillars at some 
distance from the centre. 

Sometimes, on the contrary, they stand nearly vertican y above 
the chromosphere, and, abruptly turning, appear to fall again neaz 
the same place : then we have the arched or fountain form. Tlie 
sides of the arches are oftzn beaded, like the streaks, and there is 
generally a bright condansation at the top. These arch forms are 
usually transient or in rapid h g e .  

There is also a rare form, in which only one arch appears, and 
this is remarkably stable, maintaining the same form for hours, or 
even days. In all  the arch forms it is remarkable that they are 
more or less cf the shape of a Afoorish, not a Gothic, arch ; that is, 
the sides converge towards the base, like a horse-shoe, instead of 
diver,@g. 

The common feature of all these prominences is that they have 
a centre of radiation, so that we may for convenience call them 
radiating prominences, the commonest types being the streak, the 
streamer, and the arch forms, while others are quite peculiar- I 
measured the centres of over sixty, which were photogfaphed liere 
during the gears r 908, 1909, and rg 10, and found that with the 
exception of two, which were doubt£d, there mas always a spot or 
spot-group crossing the limb at the same latitude ou the same day 
as that on which the prominence appesred. This was the more 
striking because, in another type of prop-inence which.1 lad 
previously examined (massive forms united to the chromospliere 
by stems), not one had a spot in its neighbourLood. It may then 
be taken for granted that these radiating prominences are formed 
just above sun-spots, but by no means above all spots, nor during 
the whole lifetime of my single spot, for many a spob crosses the 
limb entirely unattended by any display of promine~ees. 

mat then is the nature of ths c~nnectioc between sun-spots 
and radiating praminenc~? And especially, since their forms so 
strongly suggest movement, what is the evidence that gases are 
rushing into ox out of spots at this high level 'f 

Th order to present some of the evidence obtained, and also tir 
show the strange and beautiful forms assumcd, Mr. Evershed hss 
made a .set of slides enlarged directly from the original plates, 
which illustrate the chracteristic features of eleven of h e  
prominences. 

On each pIate tb centre of mdiatioa is mkked, showing &e 
1atitnd.e and the hour at whieh the photograph was taken. This 

$ven in Indian 9tandwd Time* wzch is 54 horns in ad~mm 
of .Grmn.Srri~k 
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First Series, ~1~0s. I t o  3. East limb. Feblwary a j, I 909. 

A small but highly characteristic dispIay of beautifuliy beaded 
streaks. The fine details are best seen on the negative (No. 4,+ 
the same as positive 30. 3). 

The three positives are fro~n plates taken at  Sh gm, Sh 2Sm, alld 
loh 34m, Indian Standard Time. 

In  the first two there is a very brilliant triple centre, occupying 
about 2", with its mean position s t  6" north; in the last these 
central jets are mere dots, but directly over them are streaks 60" 
high. Unless these streaks have suddenly become risible out of 
nothing, so to speak, they must have rushed up in the last two 
hours, and it certainly looks as if the centre hau blown up. 
Change may also be noted in tl:e streak to the left (north), which 
has a bright patch at its extremity : this changes in shape in the 
later plates, being twisted up so' that it becomes a little higher af 
the tip, although the part attached to the streamer is no higher 
than before 

This promineilce vas observed by BIr. Sit,arama Aiyar, the 
first assistant at this Observatory, who saw the C line slightly 
displaced to the violet in the top streaks. 

A stream of small and very active spots, with Greenwich 
number 6632, was on the inericlian 3Iarch 3-6, and therefore must 
have crossed the linlb on this day, Fabruary 2 5  : the mean position 
of the ,group was 4" north latit~lcle. 

Second Series, A'os. 5 t o  7. East limb. September 26, 1910. 

Another exanlple of radiating streali;. but these are more 
nearly horizontal to the Sun's surfsce. The brilliant central jet a t  
13' south, ~ ~ h i c h  her3 is double, also obviously rises between 
8h 2om and Sh 331j1: the rise amorints to 12,ooo km., or 16 km. 
per sec. The first plate (sh 20") skows a long streamer vhich 
is straight, brrt later becomes curved: rery carefv.1 rneas~rrement 
shows that the streamer (which is tipped by a bomb) is a little 
longer aL  8h 33m and is also falling slightly tox-ards the thromo- 
sphere. It appears to be travelling ortt from the centre at a rate 
of a* j bm, per sec., and falling at  about the saille speed. 

The centre from which these streaks certainly appear to be 
shooting forth coincides with the centre of spot 6893 (Greenwich 
number), for its latitude vas 13" south and it crossed the central 
meridian October a.2: R7hen the group n-ent off the vest limb, 
it was accompanied by the ctisplay lhotographetl by Mr. Slocnm. 

l'hirrl Sevies, Bus. 8 unif 9 (The Lady) ; Nos. r o to I i 
(The Lady gone). East limb. December 2 2  and 23, I gog. 

The interesting feature on becenlber 22  is a curved streamer 
aith a bright co~lde~rsstion at its highest point. The fainter end 
cnrves very nearly ( l o ~ ~ n  to the cl~roruospl~c~e. vhere a bright 
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point nearly meets i t ;  in the seconcl plate (8" 32")  this dorn- 
curving portion has gone. Has it been sucked up and dram into 
the brilliant centre, or has it failen oif ? TLe graduaily curring 
and droppins streamer of the last series inclines us to take the 
li~tter view. The other streauers are baffling : one brows ionger, 
another shorter, in the r 2 minntes' intervat between the t-iro pIates, 
The strealuers are exquisitely beaded, especially on the first plate, 
which is the best. At a little distance is rt tall prominence like 
the figure of a lady looking o n  

On the following day there are more eruptions, but the lady 
has vanished. At 811 45" there is an extremely brilliant bomb, 
and if it is identical with the highest bomb seen at  loh qm, it, 
has risen a 5,000 km., or at the rate of 3-7 km. per sec. In the 
first plate-of this day (ah 1 3 ~ )  note an arch ot-er htitude - r 5". 
This marks the place of a spot which on its retcr:i was heralded 
by a mapiticent display of arches, which me shall show presently. 

Nr. Sagaraja Aiyar observed a displacement Dto the red in 
this prominence for r-l; d on the zmd, and 5.0 A. on the 23rd, 
itnplyizig movements in the lioe of sight of about 70 to zoo Ian- 
per sec. 

A large regular spot, with some small attendants (Greentrich 
Xo. 6791)~ crossed the east limb at this time with mean position 
roo north. On December 24 it rras observed here that C was 
reversed and D3 dark in its vicinity. If, crossed the central 
meridian on December 29.r, G. J1.T. 

Fourth Series, fi70s. r 3  to  15. East :i;;lb. April 28, rgrd. 
(The Ca~zliflo~~er.) 

It is only necessary to glance at this series of three to $813 that;. 
the bnndle of bombs vas rising, and SIr. Sitarama A ~ ~ B P ' s  notes 
show that there mas also morelnent in the Kne of sight., for he saw 
displacements over almost the whole prominence in hoth ciirectiong 
C a~icl D, appearing double in several places. As ,.the interval 
between the last two phtes is much greater than between the first 
two, the motion is nore striking t o  the eye, but it was redly 
tfinlinishii~~ in velocity, 3Ieasurement.s of the photosraphs s h o ~  
that the smaIl bright spot just above the canliflov-er-like mass 
~rioved npward at erst at s rate of 12 km, per see., snil later a t  
3.6 km. per sec. The main mass mas not moving quite so fat as 
the spot at first (8.2 km. per sec.), brzt caught i t  up ancl is .seen 
tlincliing it, because the spot grew larger; after~arcls Both mere 
moving at nearly the same velocity (the spot 3.6, the main mass 
3.2 km per see.). 

A new soup of sun-spots n s  visible close h the east limb on 
the day following this cutfaordizla~~ outh~irst, a i d  the main a p t  
fms on the parallel .-f latitude 2" north. It was very active on the 
sot-h of April. T h e n  going otf west;, it was accompanied by it 
number of large irreplar arches, go" high. The Greenvich 
Itumber ws 6842 : it did not reappear. 
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FiJ'f12. Series, 11-0s. 16 and I 7. s t  l i b  J a n ~ ~ a r y  9 and I o, 
1909. (The Telegraph Post.) 

We now come to examples of curving streamers radiating from 
a centre and merging at their other estremity in banks or columns. 
This group is specially well developed on the south side, for there 
is often a lack of symmetry of this kind. The centre (at go north) 
is very brilliant, and rms higher on a plate taken an hour later (uot 
shorn), so that here agail: we have a plain instance of gas welling 
up from the spot-centre. On the folloming day the single broad 
jet has vanished, but there are two bright points a t  go and I I 4". 
The rather small mass seen to the south at  8h zom on the 9th was 
higher and thicker at  gh I gm, and streamers ex te~ded  from i t  in 
both directions. 011 January 19, 8h 3zm, i t  will be observed that 
it has greatly developed; it is now leaning away from the centre, 
and the top is drawn out into a horn pointing away south ; a e e a t  
uumber of iine streamers run betmeell it and the centre, like wlres 
from a telegraph poet. I s  this tall post pollring its matter into the 
spot along the "mires," or is matter shooting out from the spot, 
and building up the post? There is noihing on the plates mhich 
helps us to determine the question, except that gas has un- 
doubtedly been rising from the centre, and the post has not 
diminished but greatly grown both in height and thickness. I s  
not this merely a later stage of sornethiug like what me saw in our 
series 2 (Sepfember 26, I ~ I O ) ,  where one streamer at  least was 
shooting out~vards a;nd carrying its bomb gradually downwards 
towards the chromosphere ? 

The spot with which this prolllinence was connected was a 
very large one, followed by numerous small clvnpnnions : its mean 
position vas go ncrth. It cr~ssed the central meridian January 
3.3 (G.U.T.), and bad Greenmicb KO. 659 I. 

Sixth Series, Xos. 18 ulzd I g. West limb. October g, I ~ I Q .  
(Xr. SlocumJs Spot.) 

A. splendid confusion of beaded streaks and streamers, short 
and long, straight and c~~rved,  with masses and filaments, mingled 
together on both sides, the vhole estending for quite 4s0, with its 
centre at l z D  ~0~1 th .  We have esanrined tlie plates very carefully 
for .  motion, but can find nuns. One long, nearly horizontal 
streamer (seen on the left) is 8000 kur. shorter towarcla the spot 
in - the second plate, rather suggesting motion outwards t11a.n 
inwards. Xr. 82ocunr found motion in  both directions on his 
photographs, nrfiich were take11 about twdve hours earlier than 
ours of the gth, and twelve hours later than ours of t h ~  8th. 

The spot T V ~ S  a double grolll) forming a splendid stream visible 
to the naked ejre. It is the same group wliich mas accorupanied 
by the curving and dropping streamer of oar second series vfien it 
crossed the  east limb on September 26, I g 10. This was its third 
apparition, when it received the Greenwich nulubere 6893 and 6894. 
The mean latitudes of the double group mere 13" and I 5" south. 



Serenth Series, A70. 20. West limb. September 22, zgog. 
(The Xing.) 

This is rather a rare type, showing only a, sIigllt development to 
the north, from a centre at loo north, but a massive form south, 
spreading over the equator like a g e a t  bird's iving from roo north 
to 10" south. It is j;ined to the centre by two slender filaments. 
The exceedingly definite edge of the mass southwards is a peculiar 
feature, but by no means unhomn in other types. An earlier 
plate at 8" 33m, and several later ones, shorn so little differelice 
that we have nat reproduced them : the mass shovs no np.rvarrl or 
downward movement, but there is slight outward movement 
between 33m and Sh 55", amounting to about 2 km. per see. 
This vas found by measuring the distance in each plate between 
the central point and the distinct eclge of the southern mass. 

This prominence seems to have been connected ~rith. quite a 
new spot, which was seen at I<odaiksinal to be forming in this 
region on September 20 (two days before t l ~ e  prominence appeared) : 
i t  returned to the visible disc as a lsrge regular spot a t  latitude roo 
north. followed by small companions, and crossed the '  central 
meridian October I 3.1 as Greenwich S o .  6741. Its earlier appear- 
ance near the mest limb does not seem t o  have been noted a t  
Greenwich. 

Eiy'hth Se~ies, .iios. 2 2  to 26. ]Test limb. December 6 and 7, 
1909. (The Cockroach.) 

Another peculiar form. Tile negati..-- (Xo. 2 i),* enlarged from 
a, photograph taken at  gh 16m December 6, show all the delicate 
detail of this curious prominence, ~v l~ icb  has the appearance of a 
gigantic insect with many legs. In the series of positives (three for 
December 6 )  the insect seems to be trying to fly a~~a j - ,  but is so 
firmly held by threads to the bright low mass at  I jO south that it 
does not move, either upwards or outvards, towards the south. 
The chief changes on kllis day consist in the legs becoming thicker 
and more numerous. 

S e s t  clay it is uuch gmaller, and seems ta have succeeded at 
last in soaring upvards, h a ~ n g  almost completely broken its con- 
nection with the bright prominence at  I go south, though it is still 
guyed d o ~ n  to the chromospl~ere vertically below it by filaments. 
S-ew tllreatls are put out towards the bright prominence at 
101' lgm. 

It is curious that this soaring and diminishing prolvine~rce 
sllonld he the last fare-cvell of a large spot, mhicb hail appeared no 
less than four times. Its Greenwich xiumber on this occasion \%-as 
6772, and it had crossed the central rueridisln on Soreruber 28, 
its mean position heing 15" ~0~1th.  When it weat oft' the \vest 
limb for the first time, on September I 4, it was stccompax~iad By a 
fen. pronlinex~ces ; and when it calve on to cLe east limb for the 

* Mot reprodncd, 
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second time there mas a typical display of sxreamers and bombs 
(September z 7 and 28). There mere no displays in October and 
November, but i t  Tras mollsoon time and the plates were often 
poor. 

ATinth, Series, Nos. 27 to 30., 7T7est limb. Sovem'ner 19, 
190s. (The Arch.) 

We now come to the arched forms, which are fairly frequent. 
though not so common as the streamers, streaks, and bombs. This 
particular prominence remained at a constant height, though i t  
changed in shape, and at 9 h g m  almost .vanished (t.hough the 
definition was still goocl), to return at loh 19". Another faint 
arch was meanml~ile taking for= beside it. The curious disappear- 
ance may hare been due to a clisplacement of the H line from the 
second slit, owing to motion in the line of sight. 

Here, as often, there is change of intensity but no evidence of 
motion. - In another case, however, an arch distinctly rises, and 
at the same time a low jet rushes up into one of its sides. (This 
was photographed on Jannary 2 2, I gog : the forms are too delicate 
to show me11 on the screen.) 

On the previous day there were streamers and a bank FFith a 
bright centre at  12" north at this place. 

This is the first of the series of prorfiinences vhich accompanied 
spot-group 6564 (position 15" north) in some of its seven appari- 
tions ; it was first seen, as n pair of small spots, on S o ~ e m b e r  7, 
but q~zickly developed into a splendid group visible to the naked 
eye. 

Tmth Series, 270s. 31 to 35. T e s t  liinb. January 7, I g I o. 
(Fountains.) 

d11 ascending movement is clearly s h o w  in a magnificent 
series of arches photographed fifteen times on January 7, 1910. 
This clisplay ar:corupanieil the spot ~vliich m s  marked at its crossing 
cIf the east Iinib by the feeble arch shosvn on a plate of our third 
series (December 23, I gog, 8"srn, KO. 10). In the first piate, 
at Sk sm, t h e ~ e  is only one group of arches, and the form is 
scarcely distinguishable : they might be mere streamers wit11 bright 
heads, but later they appear clislinctly as arches, seen edgewise, and 
the bright tops rise w<th ili~aiaisliil~g velocity. 

E e t ~ e e u  S Q m  and 8"sm the rate of ascent is 3 km. per see. 
Bet-rveen 8h 5sm and IG" 10" the rate of ascent is 1.9 km. per sec. 
Bt I& 3 1 ~  and I 6m the height remains the same. 
Betmeen r r h  Gm and r 2h qgm the rate of iise is r - 5  per sec. 

At this time they seem to have floated free from their base, but 
part of the K line may have been thrown off the slit, tllrough 
change of ternpent~~re in the spectroheliograph, combinecl.x~ith 
distortion of the K line due t;o motion. 

This is the only group of arches at gh gm, but at 8) 53m we see 
some streaks beside it, and at b oh lom there is a second goup: 
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fully formed. interlacing ancl beantif:l.lly beaded. wide open. so 
that we look through them. As they rose t:j their full height in 
the space of two hours and five minutes the arerage rate of ascent 
voulcl be I z km. per sec. 

Mr. Subrahmanya diyar noted that at gh lcnL the C: line mas 
displaced to the red at the top and t o  the violet at the base of the 
arches: while eight millutes later i t  was displaced 500 che red at  the 
base for 2 A, and t o  the violet over the rest of the prominence. 

The spot with mhich these arches and the single arch of 
December 23 mere associated xas So. 6793, with position r j" 
south. I t  was a large active spot, w i ~ h  a fen- small coupauions. 

Elecenth Series, 8'0s. 31 to go. East limb. July 3 1, 1908. 
(Ring.) 

An estremely brilliant and stable prominence, which had the. 
same form on the previous day, when it was photographed on an 
excessively poor flocculua plate through thick cirrus. S o  piate 
.could be taken on -1ugust I or 2, because of cloudy 11-eather. 

It is here shown on tvo fast-esposure disc plates, and its shape 
is quite clear, even though the first photograph yas taken (at 
8 a.m.) through thin cloud. These plates show how i t  rose 
directly out of a large Aocculus, and they show plainly the usual 
bright conclensatiou at the top of the arch, ~ h i c h  is not so clear 
on the longer-exposed prominence plates. This arch has a horse- 
shoe shape, and its appearance almost suggests that i t  was con- 
tinuecl on the chromosphere as a complete rin? The four selected 
prominence plates show that thougl- ~ i t e  ring did not alter in 
height &ring the time it was observed here, it changed in width, 
being rounded and thick in two plates, and in the two alternate 
plates elliptical and thinner. We have tried to deduce zllotio~l 
fro111 the tn-o small jets which stand out on each side, like t ~ o  
little ears j the one on the left (north) side certainly seems to  be 
clescending betmeen gh and gh 2 5IU. 

It is gratifying to find confirmation of this in the ver,v in- 
teresting observations of Father Chemlier at Zit-z&'* He was 
fortunate enough to see this remarkable prominence well. and his 
observations of July gr, t~hich began two hours earlier than ours, 
sho~vecl it to him at first as a much lower arch with the northern 
side incomplete, not reaching the chromosphere ; in an frour's time 
it was higher and a perfect horse-shoe arch. Ricci, adds a note 
that he saw it as a curved jet on the zgth, and, persisting as an 
arch on the goth md 3 xst, disappearir~g on the 1 s t  of August.i 
Eoth observers Irere struck with its estraorclinhry lrrilliancg. and 
note that the brightest part vas'tlle summit. F-~ther Chevalier 
found that this part Save a continuous spectrum on the p t h .  

Putting a 1  these observations together, it seems ciear that this 
arch originated in an uprush of intensely hot gas which curved 

* .l~intoric deEl('SociNL &,ii .Spttr.,.s;~pirli ita!iani, id. urriii p. 17. 
f " I1 io agu.ito " is ,  1 presume, K nlispriat for '' il I". 



and fell northwards, arid that a stream continued to ascend ~ ~ u l c - l  
follo1~- nearly tlre saue course for three days. The bright cou- 
densation at t,he summit, so characteristic of these arched forms, 
remains unexplained, for Father Chevalier's suggestion does not 
coru~nend itself to us as satisfactory. 

The spot over 1vhicl1 this ring stood was oval, crossed by bright 
bridges, and mas large enough to be seen by the waked eye. This 
was its secolld apparition. When i t  went off the vest limb on 
August 14, i t  was entirely unaccompanied, though there were some 
insignificant prominences in the place the day before. 

I n  conclusion, our investigation suggests more problenrs than it' 
solves, yet some preliminary conclusions may be drawn. 

I. The movements observed in these prominences, ~ ~ ~ h i c h  are 
situated directly above SIIII-spot groups, are of quite n different 
kind from those discovered in the penumbrz of spots ; for, ins te~d 
of being uniform anct constant, they are intermittent, and vary both 
in direction and amount. 

2. In the greater number of radiating prominences we have 
been unable to find direct evidence of motion, but wilere found the 
motion is outward from the centre. 

3. The visible movements are slower than one r~7ould expect 
both from the appearance of the prominences and- from the move- 
ments observed in the line of sight, which are occasionally of the 
order of a hundred km. per see. The gtts has several times been 
ohserved to rise frog the centre at a rate of about 12  km. per sec., 
but this velocity diminishes ; at a distance from the centre it is of 
the order of 2 or 3 km. per sec. 

4. The ontnyard-moving gas seems to have a tedency to fali 
back upon the .chromospl.u-re. Rolzletimes i t  apparently accumu- 
lates there, and. forms massi~re banks, but sometimes it seems t,o 
rise and fall again continuo~~sly like a fountain. C)r.c.nsi~~nllg i t  
rises very high ancl disintegrates. 

There can be no doubt that other forces are at mork on the 
81zn's surface besides nn eruptive force and gravity. Prominences 
of very varied forms are b(-c..i\ fi~lli!~;;, risina espancling horizontallj, 

a'. 
being checkec! and driven back, stretc1:iilg out lonc filaments 
towards the chromosphere or towards each other.' Light pressure, 
electric forces acting on ionised gases, and the magnetic force 
which me know from the discoveries of Professor Hale ~llust esiat 
in the ricinity of srtn-spots, all must produce their o1vn effects, and 
they must ~msk the upward and out\~rard movements, which never- 
theless clo seem to be traceable to the irrtc~mittent af:tion of certain 
sun-spots upon the gasas immediately above them, 

* The rising pro~ui~lences In some eases ouserveu at Kodaikinal movemaitb 
an nrcelt'rnti~lg velot:irv aud appear to  be (!riven entirely away into space by 3. 
forcl: ~~pposeld to  gravity [sre alslrvplhy.yknl Joz(r~&rtl, ~ 0 1 ,  sxviii. p. 79), 



MONTHLY NOTICES OF R.A.S. VOL. &XXllf. PLATE 13. 

1. E.L. 1909 Feb. 25. 8h Sm. 2. E.L is09 Feb. 25, ah 28*. 

3. E.L. 1909 Feb. 25, loh 34m. 5. E.L. 1910 Sept. 26. 8h 2om. 

6. E.L. 1910 Sept. 26, 8h 33m. 7. EL 1910 ~ e p t  26, oh 1 3 5  

8. E.L. 1909 Dec. 22, ah 2am 9. E.L. 1909 Dec 22, 8' 31m. 

10. E.L 1909 Dec. 23, 8h 13m- a E.L 1909 Det, !23, 12 E.L. t909 Dec. 23, 
gh 45=. I& U P .  



MONTHLY NOTICES OF R.A.S. VOL. LY.X111. RATE 14. 

13. E.L. 1910 April 28, 14. E.L 1910 Aprit 28. 15. E.L. 1910 April 2e$ 
8h 58m. gh lgm. loh 27m. 

16. W.L 190B Jan. 9, ah 2om. 17. W.L. 1909 Jan. 10, €ih 32=. 

18. W.L; 1910 Oct. 9, 9h 56m. 



MONTHLY NOTICES OF R.A.S. VOL. LXXI11. PLATE 15. 

22. W.L. 1909 Dec. 6, sh 23m. 

23. W.L. 1909 Dec. 6, sh Mrn. 24. W.L. 1909 Dec. 6, loh 1gm. 

25. W.L. 1909 Dec. 7, ah 51m. 26. W.L. 1909 Dec. 7, 10'19~. 

27. W.L. 1908 Nov. 19. 8h 3+m 28. W.L 1908 Nov. 19, 8P 33?, 



MONTHLY NOTICES OF R.A.S. VOL. L X X I  I I .  PLATE 1 6. 

31. W.L. 1910 Jan. 7, 8h 5m. 32. W . L  1910 Jan. 7, Bh 53m. 

33. W.L. 1910 Jan. 7, loh 10m 24. W . L  1910 Jan. 7, loh 31m. 

35. W.L. lB1O Jan. 7, llh 6m. 36. W.L 1910 Jan. 7, 1 2 ~  44m 

37. E.L. 1008 duly 31, 8n om. 38. E . L  1908 July 31,' 8h lam. 

39. 40. a. '42 
EL, 1- duly S1, E.L. 1908 July 31, EL. 1808 duly a, Eb. 1908 duly 31, 

sh 4Tm sh 7='. sh 25' d' Sm. 
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